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CRITICAL COMPRESSIVE STRESS FOR FLAT. RECTANGULAR PLATES SUPPORTEIi -
ALONG ALL EDGES AND EMETICALLY RESTRAINED AGAINST
ROTATION ALONG THE UNLOADED EDGES
By EUGENEE. LUNDWJISTandELBBIDGEZ. 8TOWELL
SUMMARY
A chart is pre~entedfor th dues of fi coejicient in
the jorrnufa for tlu witical comprestiw strew at which
tiwkling may be expe~ed to omur in $at rectangular
plates supported along all edges and, in adddion, e.lwti-
tally restrainedagainst Tot&”onalong the unloaded edge8.
The mathematicalderivation of thefwmula8 required
in tb construction of the churt are P“wn. s
INTRODUCTION
In the design of stressed-skinstructures for aircraft as
well as in the design of compression membem, it is
desirable to know the compressive stress at which
buckling occurs. In practice the structure is usually so
imperfect or so eccentriwdIy loaded that lateral detkc-
tion starts with the beginning of Ioadiug. When lateral
deflection starts, with the beginnii of loading, how-
ever, there is usually a very pronounced increase in
deflection at the critical compressive s- for which
buckling would have occurred had the structure been
perfectly ahaped and centrally loaded. The evaluation
of this critical compressive stress for a flat plate, with
certain conditions of edge support, is discussed in thii
paper.
When a flat pIate is Ioaded in comprwsion, the two
loaded edges are eithersimply supported orreatrained in
some mmner. If the two unloaded edges are not sup-
ported, the p~ate is considered to be a column. When
one or both of the unloaded edgea are also suppo~ed or
restrained in some manner, the criticaI comp-ive
stress is greatly increased over that for the pIate M a
cohmm. That the compressive stress is increased -when
one or both of the edges are supported or rmtrarnedhas
been recognized for years. Because of the importance
of the edge conditions, formulas based on the assump-
tion that each edge of the plate is free, simply supported,
or &ed have been employed in design. (See the
summary of these formti given in reference 1.)
A study of the theory and the more r&abIe t=t ~at.a
on the buckhng of plate elements in stressed-skinstrua-
turea and compression members reveaIed the necessity
for a more carefuI consideration of the edge condition of
pIate.s than has been previously attempted. Accord-
ing~y studies were made of the critical compressive
stress for 1-, Z-, chanheI, and rectangular-tube sections
in which proper consideration was givgn to the inter-
action between the individual parts of the cross section.
(See references 2,3, and 4.) In order to make there-
suIts of the work more generally applicable, studieswere
also made of the basic plate elements that constitute
these sections. AU the basic design charts resulting
from this invmtigation were made avaiIabIe in 1938.
The combination of the present paper with references
2, 3,4, and 5 is a more compIete presentation of all this
material.
The basic element treated in this paper is a plate sup:
ported along the four edgq eIast.ioaUyrestrained against
rotation aIong the unloaded edges but with no restraint
against rotation along the Ioaded edges. The loaded ___._,
edges are therefore considered ta be simply supported
according to the usual terminology. This basic eknent _
is representative of the webs of 1-, Z-, and channel-
section OOhUnnSjof the walls of a rectangular tube, and
of the flat skin between the stiflenera of a stressed-skin
structure. The basic element representative of an oub _
standing flange with ekstiu restraint against rotation
along one unloaded edge is treated in reference 5.
ThemathematicaI derivations required for the investi- -
gation of the present paper are given in appendixes A
and B. The rmdts of practical use are given in the
body of the paper.
.,
Bernard Rubenstein, formerIy of the NACA staff,
performed all the mathematical derivations required for
appendix B, the presentation of whioh was adapted to
the purposes of this paper.
EVALUATION OF CRITICAL STRESS
Within the ekmtio range,—Within the ekstio range
in which the effeotive modulus of ekd.icity is Young’s
moduhts, the critical impressive st=jw for a thm flat
rectangular pIate is expressed as (reference 6,, p. 331,
equation (214)]:
fm=&i (1)
where
k nondimensional cbeflicient that depends upon condi-
tions of edge restraint and shape of plate
E Young’s modulus
t thichmessof plfite
P Po-kscm’sratio
b width of plate
Beyond the elastio range.—When the plate is stressed
in compression beyond the elastic range, the effective
modulus of ehsticity for the plate is Iess than Young’s
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modulus. If a single, over-all effective plate modulus
qE is substituted for Young’s modihs E, the critical
stress,-when the material of the plate is loaded beyond
its elastic range, can be obtained from equation (1),
The nondimensional coefficient q has a value that lies
between zero and unity and is determined by the stress.
For stresses within the elastic range, ~=1, For a
more complete discussion and definition of q, see
reference 2.
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If qE is substituted for E in equtation(1), the restit-
ing equation cannot be. directiy solved for jc~. If the
equation is divided by q, however, j.,jq is given directly
by the geometrical dimensions of the plate, Young’s
modulus E, and Poisson’s ratio p. ‘ Thus
(2)
For a given material, the relationship betiveenfmand
~.f,,/q tenda to be bed by the compressive stress-strain
curve. This relationship is discussed in reference 2,
where it is shown how probable relationships between
j,, andjH/V are obtained from the column curve for the
material because column curves are more readily
available th~n compressive stress-strain curves. The
question is, therefore, what column formula should be
used? Equations (8) and (9) of reference 7 define
column curves that apply when the material just
satisfies the minimum requirements of Navy Depart-
ment Specification 46A9a for 24S-T aluminum alloy.
The relationships between jti and jti/v for this case
are given in references 2, 3, and 4 and in figure 1 of
this pap~r.
The 24S-T material delivered under specification
46A9a almost always has properties that are better
than the minimum required properties. The rela-
tionships between jti and jJq for the average 24S-T
material delivered are given in figure 2. This figure
has been prepared in the manner described in reference
2; the column curves for average 24S-T material as
given in reference 8 were used.
Fiiures similar to 1.and 2 of this pnper may be pre-
pared for any material. The engineer usidg this paper
must therefore decide whether the computation should
be based on minimum required material properties or
average .materiR1properties.
Regarc@ of whether figure 1 or 2 is used, it is recom-
values of restraint against rotation until fut.ureexperi-
mental data indicate that a different curve should be
used. In figures 1 and 2 the different equfitions involv-
ing r merely identify different curves thtit result from
the relationships indicated. The value of ~ is E/E, the
ratio of the effective column modtdus for bending fniluro
at the strexjm to Young’s mod UIUS.
EVALUATION OF k
The value of jJq at which buckling occurs is giveu
by equation (2), in which all of the qmnti tics tireknown
except thb value of the coefllcient k.
Equal restraints on the side edges of the plate.—
From figure 3 can be obtained the values of k for the
case of equal restraint on each side edge of the plate,
which is a specitil case of the general solution in np-
pendix A for any restraint ou either side mfgc of the
plate. In the chart of figure 3, k is plotted againsLthe
ratio of half wave length to the plate width h/6 for dif-
ferent values of a parameter c, termed t.lm“restraint”
coefficient, (Trayer and ,Maruh in rcfercncci 9 refer
l
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tO E S9 the “fixity” coefflcienL In tlIc present paper
restraint coefficient was chosen to avoid confusion with
Lhefixity coefficient c for columns,)
The restraint coefficient c depends upon the relative
~tiffnessmfthe plate and the restraining clmnenl along
Lheside edge of the plate. The simplesLconccptio~l of
sis obtained when the restraining uh’ment, or stiffencr,
isassumed to be replaced by an elastic medium in which
rotation at one point dots not influenco rottiLion at
mother point. For this type of restraining medium
Nong the edge of the plate, within the elastic mngc
4sob
‘=-D (3)
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beyond the elastic range
4“&b
6= Y@
(4)
where .
& stiffnessper unit length of elastic restraining medium
or moment required to rotate a unit length of
elastic medium throwh one-fourth radian
D kud rigidity of plate, per unit length
[12KJ
q coefficient to alIow for a deoresse in D due to the
applicat.ion of strwes beyond the eIastic range
Inasmuch as q is a function of stress, its v&e for
24S-T material can be obtained horn fi~e 4 O! 5,
depending upon whether minimum required properties . ...—. ..... .
or average properties are being used. The vahws of
‘r~, ~, ‘1-s,also given k. &ures 4 and 5, ocmr in —
appendix A.
If So is zero, ~ is also zero and the condition of zero .,_
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restraint, or simple support, is obtaihed. If & is
ir&nite, c is &o infinite and the condition of Mnite
restraint or of a &d edge is obtained. Therefore a
variation of e from mm to infinity wiUcover all possible
conditions of restraint at the side edge of the plate.
F~e 3 shows that for each value of l there is a
value of A/b for which k is a minimum. strictly, a
whole number m of half wave lengths h must exist in
the leng{h of the plate a. Hence
A_ a
z–a’””
(5)
Thus, to read-a value of k from @ure 3, it is necessary
to substitute nz=l, 2, 3, etc. in equation (5) until a
value for h/b is obtained that gives the smallest value of
kin figure 3. ThM srnalkst value of k is the one to be
used in equation (1) or (2). This general procedure
wiUalways give the correct value of k for use in equation
(1) or (2) regardless of whether or not SO,and hence c,
is a function of the half wave length h.
For the special case in which SO, and hence e, is
independent of the half wave Iength ~ the general
procedure described for obtaining a value for k oan
be used to construct a new chart, with the abscissa
h/b replaced by a/b. This new chart is given in figure 6.
When SO,and hence ~, varies with k or l@, figure 6
should not be used but the general procedure as applied
to figure 3 should be used to obtain the correct value of
k for equations (1) and (2).
Unequal restraints on the side edges of the plate.—
The charts of figures 3 and 6 were drawn on the assump-
tion that equrd restraints exist along each side edge of
the plate. If unequaI restraints exist along each side
edge, the method for equal restraint is applied, and
one side restraint is used fit and then the other.
The average of the two values of k thus obtained is a
reasonably good approximation of the true value of k.
This average may be either the arithmetic mean,
(k1+k2)/2, or the geometric mean, =. The value of
k as given by each of these averages is compared with
the true value of k in table I for a number of speoial
cases. For all of the cases except the Ia.st three in
table I, the vrdueeof kl and kaware read at the value of
X/bthat gave the minimum k. In the last three cases
the vaks of kl and k2were read at the same value of
~b.
Inspection of table I shows that, when the vahms of
kl and k2 are read near the minimum points of the
curves for ~ and q, respectively, the arithmetic mean
generrdly givee smaUererrors than the geometric mean
akhough either one could be used without serious
Tmmo-4S-I
error m practical problerus. On the other hsnd, if
the values of kl and kz are read at the same value of
X/b, the arithmetic mean gives definitdy Iarger errors.
It is therefore recommended that the geometric mean
be used when the value of A/b is fixed. Either method
may be used when the vahes of kl and kz are read near
the minimum points.
When the critical compressive stress for unequal
restraints is found by the method of the geometiic
mean, the error in k, and hence the error in the critical
stress for problems in the ehstic range, is lMS than 3
percent. Beyond the ehistic range it is more conserva-
tive to average the two criticfd compressive stresses
than to average the corresponding values of k and then
to compute the cr~ticxdcompressive stress.
EVALUATIONOF & AND c
Before it is possible to determine k from figure 3
or 6, itisneceesary first to evaiuati the restraint coef6-
cient e. The value of& to be substituted in equation
(3) or (4) will depend upon the characteristics of the
structud member, or members, that provide the
restraint. In this paper it is assumed that the restraint
is provided by a specialIy defined elastic restraining
medium. As n result “of this assumption, it has been
possibIe ta derive the general chart of figure 3, which ___
is independent of the structure that provides the
restraint.
The basic property of the elastic restraining medium
is that rotation at one point of the medium does not
aileoti rotation at another point of the medium. In
many practical probk.ms the elastic restraint is pro-
vided by a stiflener, a plate, or some other structure .
for which rotation at one point affects rotation at
another. point. Consequently, the evaluation of &
in any given problem must take into account the effect
of this interaction within the ekwtic restraining
structure.
The fornda for & to be used in any given problem
wiU depend upon the type of structural member that
providw the restraint. Because this entire subject of
the restraint supphd to the side edge of a plate has
been rather superficially treated in the Literature,it is
being made the subject of severaI papers by the
NACA, the first of which is refer~ce 10.
JJKNGLEYMEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMMXTEEFOE AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., March 8, lt?~l.
APPENDIX A
SOLUTION BY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
The procedure for obtaining the critical stress of a
plate uniformly compressed along two opposite, simply
?upportd edges is given in reference 6 (p, 337). In
this method, which was also used by Dunn in reference
11, the critical stressis found by solving the differential
equation expressing the equilibrium of the buckled
plate, The same method is ~pplied in the present paper
to the case in which unequal ehwtic restraint agEinst
rotation are present along the unloaded side edges of
the plate. For generality, the elastio restraint is as-
sumed to arisofrom an elastic rnwliumdistributed along
the unloaded edges; this medium has the bmic property
that rotation at one point within it does not influence
the rotation at any other point.
Figure 7 shows the coordinate system and the plate
dimensions. The diflerentiaI equation for equilibrium
of a plate element is
-z
A x
FIOUM 7.—Rect2nsIdarplate under edge impression,
)jt~= -41~,+%4&+Ta# (A-I)
where
,f uniformly distributed comprewive str~
t thickness of plata
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w ddlection normal to plate
z longitudihal coordinate in direction of applied
stress
D flexural rigidity of plate, per unit length
y transverse coordinate across width of plate
rl, rz, and Tt coefficients equal to or less than unity
In equation (A-1) the term jt(b2u@.ri) is conmrned
with the external forces on t.hcpIate that cause buckling;
whereas the term —
(
rlg+zrz~$+ Ts:w~J is con-
cerned with the internal resistance of the plate to
buclding. The terms involving rl and r, in equation
(A-1) are concmncd with the longitudinal and the
transverse bending, rcspectivdy; whereas the trrm in-
volving rz is concerned principally with tho torsional
stiffness. TiIc coefficients 71, T*, and r~ alIow for the
change in the magnitude of the various tcrnm M the
plate is stressed bcyoml M elastic range. In the
ehwtic range rI=~2=rs= 1.
The loaded edges me simply supported and are not
displaced in the direction w. Of the several forms of
the general sdut.ion of equation (A-1) the following
form was selected as appropriate for this problem:
(w= c1cod]y+c2 Sinhy+ca Cos #lyT.
+C’, sin ~) cos ~(A-2)
(A-5)
Equation (A–2) satisfies the boundary conditions at
the loaded edges and gives real values for both a and #
near the buckling stressj=fti.
The values of the coefficients C’1,Cl, C,, and (1,‘me
to be found from the boundary conditions along the
side edp of the plate. The VWIUOof k, LhcMf wave
length of the buckle pattern, is found from the condition
that there must bc an integral number of htdf wwve
lengths in the length a
where m= 1, 2, 3, eta.
of the plate; time
k;=- (A-6)
-.
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In the ehwtic range, where rl=r~=ra= 1, the values
ofaand~me
.==&l~~ ‘ “(A-7)
‘=”4!=
(A-8)
The solution given by equation (A-2) was seIected
to satisfy the bounda~ conditions of no deflection and
simple support (no moment) sJong the loaded edges.
The bound~ conditions along the mdoaded side eklges
have also to be satisfied. The boundary conditions
aIo& the unloaded side edges are:
(W},mb=o (A-9)
(W),-:=o (A-1o)
%’+’%)”=:: =’’%’),.+ ‘A-ll’*
—
%+’%),-;=’~’(%),.; ‘A-12)~
where S1 and Sa are the respective dilhesaea per unit
length of the ehisticrestraining mediums or the momenta
required to rotate a unit length of the medium through
one-fourth radian.
From equations (A-9) and (A-1O)are obtained
cosh ~
CJ=–c,~ (A-13)
Cos–2
sinh ~
c,= – c, —#- (A-14)
sin -2
l From equations (A-n) and (A-12) are obtained
[ &
C, (&+&) cosh f+4s’~ )1asinh ~+f? cosh : tan ;
–c{(ctz+~ w ~+-~(a ~sh ~–~ ti ~ cot ~)]
=0 (A-15)
[ M
‘M ~~ ;+P mh; t~ ;C, (c?+&) cosh ;+ )1
+~(d+i?le nh;+%(cIcosh & sinh ~ cot ;)]
=0 (A-16)
The buckled form of equilibrium of the plate is
obtained when the determinant formed by the coeffi-
cient of Cl and Ca in equations (A–15) and (A–16)
equals zero. Thus
[ ((cP+@) +6, a coth )1;Bcotg =0 (A-17)
where
4S,bq.-
D (A-18) , .
, ‘&b
~=T (A-19)
Equal restraints on the aide edges of the pIate.—
When c1=q=e, equation (A–17) reduces to
P+’’+’(atd~+’tm91
F+~’+’(acoth=~cOt91=0‘A-20)‘“-
The symmetrical buckled form of equilibrium is
obtained by setting the fit of these factors equal to
zero:
c/+&+e(a tanh ~+i9 tan ~)=0 - (A-21) “
This equation is the same as equation (14) of re/erence
11. The antisgmmetrical buckled form of equihbrium
is obtained by setting the second factor in equation
(A-20) equal to zero:
( )CF+jl?’+e acoth;-pcot : =0 (A-22)
Of these two buckie& forms the symmetrical form
gives by equation (A–21) ti occur at the lower critical
stress. Therefore equation (A–21) w-asused to estab-
lish the =act Takes of k given in table II.
The condition of both side e@s tlxed is described
by e= ~, for which case equation (A–21) becomes .
It is of interest to compare this equation with the equa-
kion given by Tmoshenko in reference 6 (y. 345). In
Tirnoshenko’s equation, the symmetrical find the
mtisymmetrical factors have not been separated as
they have been in this paper.
The condition of both side edgea simply supported
(no restraint) is described by ~=0. For this special
case, the problem is to find the smalkst vaIue of k# O
that wiMsatisfy equation (A-21) when c=O. A con-
venient method for determining this value of k is fit
to solve for c:
‘When k=O, itisobserved that &+@=O and hence
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c=O. All values 01 k greater than zero give a finite,
positive wdue for a~+~ ae well as for a tanh @.
Consequently, the only valuesmf k greater than zero
that can make c=O are those values that render
19tan @/2 infinite. The smalleat value of @ that muses
s tan @/2 to be infinite is @=m. Therefore the smallest
value of k that gives B= r iEobtained by substituting
19=r in equation (A-4) or
from which the value of k for l=0 is I
This equation shows that k is a function of the half
wave length, h, If the plate islong, X/hwill adjust itself
so as to cause k to have its minimum value. This
J_value of ~/b is ~ “--j “which gives.
kMtm=2(72+ ~R) (A-27)
In the elastic range in which 71=72= T*= 1, those
equations give h/b=1 and kmia=4.
Unequal restraints on the side edges of the plate,—
When the restraint coefficient C,and ~ at. the two sido
edges of the plate are unequal, equation (A-17) must
be used to establish the value of k and hence the critical
value of the compressive stress j. This method of
establishing k is long and cumbwwxue. A much
shorter and more easily applied method is therefore
desirable for practical application. The recommended
short method given in the main part of this paper gives
god approximate vahes,
+
.APPENDIXB
SOLUTION BY ENERGY METHOD
Because the exact scdutionof the differential equation
given in appendix A doea not lend itself to a direot
calculation of k, as in the case of the energy meth@ of
solution, an energy ‘echtion was mqde to aid in the
construction of the chink of figure 3. The energy
method gives approximate values for k, the acouraoy of
which depends upon how closely the assumed deflection
surface describes the true deflection surfaoe.
The ene~ method as applied to the calculation of
critical compressive stresses is given in referenoe 6
(p. 327). The plate is stable when (V,+ VJ>?’ and
unstable when (VI+ VJ < T’ where T’ is the work done
by the compressive foroes on the plate, VI is the strain
ene~ in the plate, and Vz is the strain energy in two
elastic restraining mediums d. the edges of the plate.
The oritical stress is obtained from the condition of
neutral stabiIity:
T= Vl+ T7, (B-1)
If UJia the deflection nornd to the plate at any
point z, g in-the phme of the plate shown in figure 7
and SO=ISI=S1 (see appendix A), “then T, VI, and V2
are given by the following equations. (See reference 6,
equations (199) and (201) md reference 9, equation
(73).)
(B+
h order to evaluate T, VII and ~Z, it is necessary
ta assume a deflected surface w consistent with the
boundaqy conditions. These conditions specify that
FOE EQUAL SIDE RESTRAINTS
aIong the two side edgm of the p~ate there be (1) no
deflection and (2) equal restit against rotation. The
=de edges will therefore be subjected to equal and op-
posite edge momenti. A plate with no restraining
moments at its ed@s buckles in the form of a sine
curve across the plate. A beam with equal and oppo-
site end moments deflects into a ciroular arc. Both
the sine aurve and the circular are eatiefy the condition
of zero deflection at the side edges of the plate. Conse-
quently, for the deflection curve acmes the width of
the pIate, FLcurve given by the sum of a ciroular am
and a sine curve was selected. In the direction of the
length, the usual sine curve indkmted by the scdution
of the differential equation is used. Thus the deflec-
tion surface assumed for the plate is, in the coordinate
system- of figure 7,
,
where A and B are arbitrary deflection amplitudes.
The combination of A and 1? in equation (B-5) was
selected so that A= O wouId represent the condition
of simpIy supported side edges and B= O,the condition
of tied side edgee. The ratio A/B is therefore a meas-
ure of edge restraint and is related to the mdmtint
ooefEaent c through the boundary condition:
Substitution of w as given by equation (B-5) in
equation @-O) givea —
A=@ (B-7)
where, by definition,
4&b~=—
D (B-8)
Substitution of the vahe of A as given by expression
(B-7) in equation (B-5) givm
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This new equation for w shows how the shape of the Thus
deflection surface is affeckd by the restraint coefficient c. ~=p @bt + 4C
This equations used in the evaluation of T, V,, and l;. dm-A1+9+x’+iYIJ‘B-”).
(B-n)
..—
ri!=lF~ (B-12) its critical value ~a. From this substitution, . . . .
It is permissible to substitute these va~ ues in ~t,= &_~)@ (B-13) -
equation (B-1) only when the compressive stressj has where
, ,[Q+&+,].+(,+,)(:+}YIKl+,,-$,++ ~ .(B_,4, --:
g-~,+;)+;(~+$y
.—
Equation (B-14) was used to calculate the wdues of
k listed in the columns (a) of table 11. With these values
of k as a guide, a number of correct values of k were
obtained by satisfying equation (A–21) of appendix A.
In this manner the errom in k as gi~en by equation
(B-14) were established at isolated points. From this
knovdedge of the errors, corrections were made to all
the values of k given in cohums (a) of table II. These
comected wduee of k, which are recorgmended, are Iiated
in the cohunns (b] of table II. The recommended
values of k were used in the construction of figures 3
and 6.
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rABLE I.—COMPARISON Ol? APPROXIMATE AND “ –
EXACT VALUES OF k FOR A PLATE WITH UNEQUAL
ELASTIC RESTRAINTS AT THE UNLOADED EDGES
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TABLE IL—VALUES OF k IN THE BUCKLING FORMULA FOR A LONGITUDINALLY C031PR.E&SED RECTA3JGULAR
PLATE WITH EQUJW ELASTIC RESTRAINTS ON TWO OPPOSrI’E SIDE EDGES
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